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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach for assembling graph neural networks based on framelet
transforms. The latter provides a multi-scale
representation for graph-structured data. We decompose an input graph into low-pass and highpass frequencies coefficients for network training,
which then defines a framelet-based graph convolution. The framelet decomposition naturally induces a graph pooling strategy by aggregating the
graph feature into low-pass and high-pass spectra,
which considers both the feature values and geometry of the graph data and conserves the total information. The graph neural networks with the proposed framelet convolution and pooling achieve
state-of-the-art performance in many node and
graph prediction tasks. Moreover, we propose
shrinkage as a new activation for the framelet
convolution, which thresholds high-frequency information at different scales. Compared to ReLU,
shrinkage activation improves model performance
on denoising and signal compression: noises in
both node and structure can be significantly reduced by accurately cutting off the high-pass coefficients from framelet decomposition, and the signal can be compressed to less than half its original
size with well-preserved prediction performance.
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1. Introduction
Graph neural networks (GNNs) are a powerful deep learning
method for prediction tasks on graph-structured data (Wu
et al., 2021). Most existing GNN models are spatial-based,
such as GCN (Kipf & Welling, 2017), GAT (Veličković
et al., 2018) and GIN (Xu et al., 2019b). These methods
compute graph convolution on vertices and edges in the
form of message passing (Gilmer et al., 2017), but leave
the signal frequency of graph data unexplored. In this paper, we seek to exploit signal processing for GNNs. Graph
framelets (Dong, 2017; Zheng et al., 2020b), akin to traditional wavelets, provide a multiresolution analysis (MRA)
for graph signals. The fully tensorized framelet transforms
guarantee an efficient design of graph convolution that combines low-pass and high-pass information, where the transforms only require graph Laplacian, Chebyshev polynomial
approximation, and filter banks. We propose framelet convolution that exploits the decomposition and reconstruction
procedures of framelet transforms, and the network learns
in the frequency domain.
The wavelet-like graph data analysis allows us to exploit
traditional tools from signal processing. An effective practice is the shrinkage that thresholds high-pass coefficients
in the framelet representation. The multi-scale property of
framelet convolution introduces diffusion for GNNs. The
associated shrinkage defines a new type of activation that
adapts to the diffusion scales in nonlinear feature transformation and extraction. Shrinkage in framelet convolution
provides a mechanism for effective noise reduction of input
graph data, where noise may appear in node and/or edge features. This ability is inherited from the traditional wavelet
denoising model. Moreover, the shrinkage activation provides a way to compress graph signals. The shrinkage trims
coefficients and significantly compresses the graph data representation while at the same time the underlying GNN
reaches state-of-the-art performance in multiple tasks. The
framelet MRA and shrinkage threshold provide GNNs with
multi-scale and compression characteristics, which distinguishes our model from existing graph convolution methods.
The framelet transform naturally induces a graph pooling
strategy by aggregating the different scales of framelet
features. The consequent framelet pooling conserves the
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total information due to energy conservation of framelet
spectra, and offers an efficient graph dimensionality reduction. Framelet-based GNNs outperform existing spatial
or spectral-based methods on benchmark node and graph
prediction tasks. Moreover, the framelet convolution with
ReLU or shrinkage can achieve excellent performance in
denoising both node features and graph structure. This behavior suggests that the framelets play an important role in
bridging signal processing and graph neural networks.

2. Related Works
Graph Framelets and Transforms The construction of
wavelet analysis on graphs was first explored by Crovella
& Kolaczyk (2003). Maggioni & Mhaskar (2008) used
polynomials of a differential operator to build multi-scale
transforms. The spectral graph wavelet transforms (Hammond et al., 2011) define the graph spectrum from a graph’s
Laplacian matrix, where the scaling function is approached
by the Chebyshev approximation. Behjat et al. (2016) encoded energy spectral density to design tight frames on
graphs with both graph topology and signal features. Dong
(2017) approximated piece-wise smooth functions with undecimated tight wavelet frames. Fast decomposition and
reconstruction become possible with the filtered Chebyshev
polynomial approximation and proper design of filter banks.
The other regime of signal processing on graph data is backboned by the multiresolution analysis (Mallat, 1989) that
establishes a tree-based wavelet system with localization
properties. Crovella & Kolaczyk (2003) defined the ‘h-hop’
neighborhoods on binary graphs and Gavish et al. (2010)
constructed Haar-like bases. The Haar-like orthonormal
wavelet system (Chui et al., 2015) has been applied to deep
learning tasks on undirected graphs (Wang et al., 2020b;
Li et al., 2020b; Zheng et al., 2020a). Meanwhile, fast
tight framelet filter bank transforms on quadrature-based
framelets are explored on graph domain (Wang & Zhuang,
2019; Zheng et al., 2020b) and manifold space (Wang &
Zhuang, 2018) with a low redundancy rate.

Graph Convolution and Graph Pooling The theory of
graph convolution (Bruna et al., 2014) facilitated the later
development of advanced deep learning methods. For example, spectral-based GNNs (Defferrard et al., 2016a; Xu
et al., 2019a; Li et al., 2020b; Balcilar et al., 2021) transform graph signals to the spectral domain and process them
with filter operations. Alternatively, spatial-based graph
convolution performs node property prediction via aggregating feature information over neighborhood nodes (Kipf
& Welling, 2017; Gilmer et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020a;
Vignac et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020). For graph property
prediction, one pursues topology-aware graph embedding
via graph pooling. Some global pooling strategies refine

vertex features in one-shot (Zhang et al., 2018b; Lee et al.,
2019), while others process graph information hierarchically
(Cangea et al., 2018; Gao & Ji, 2019; Knyazev et al., 2019;
Wang et al., 2020b; Ma et al., 2020).
Signal Compression and Denoising Signal compression
is critical for high-speed signal transmission. Wavelets
play an important role in compressing signal and have
contributed to the prevalent JPEG 2000 (ISO, 2019). Our
shrinkage framelet convolution provides an algorithm for
compressing graph signals. Denoising problems have long
been studied in image processing. Many models have been
proposed for image restoration (Milanfar, 2013). In particular, wavelets provide a sparse and multi-scale representation
for images and have proved an impressive regularizer for
reducing Gaussian white noise for signals in 2D (Figueiredo
& Nowak, 2003; Cai et al., 2012; Dong & Shen, 2013; Shen,
2010). Graph spectral theory and graph wavelets have been
widely used for image processing (Cheung et al., 2018). Our
convolution uses graph framelets and provides a solution to
the denoising model for structured data using GNN training.

3. Multiresolution Analysis of Graph
Framelets
Our convolution uses the undecimated graph framelets and
their transforms, which were introduced by Dong (2017,
Section 3); Zheng et al. (2020b, Section 4.1). Framelets on a
specific graph G = (V, E, ω) ∈ L2 (G) are defined by a filter
bank and the spectrum of its graph Laplacian L. The filter
bank η := {a; b(1) , . . . , b(n) } ∈ l0 (Z) for a framelet system
is a set of compactly supported sequences, where n denotes
the number of high pass filters. The low-pass and high-pass
filters of the framelet transforms, a and b(r) , distill and represent the approximation and detail information of the graph
signal. The scaling functions Ψ = {α; β (1) , . . . , β (n) } with
respect to the filter bank η are used to generate the framelets.
The α, β (r) and their Fourier transforms are in L2 (R). For
ξ ∈ R, the filters satisfy the classic refining equations
d
(r) (2ξ) = b
(r) (ξ)b
α
b(2ξ) = b
a(ξ)b
α(ξ), βd
α(ξ), r = 1, . . . , n.
Graph Framelets Suppose {(λ` , u` )}N
j=1 are the eigenvalue and eigenvector pairs for L of graph G with N nodes.
The (undecimated) framelets at scale level j = 1, . . . , J for
graph G with the above scaling functions are defined, for
n = 1, . . . , r, by
 
N
X
λ`
α
b
u` (p)u` (v)
2j
`=1
 
N
X
λ`
(n)
ψ nj,p (v) =
βd
u` (p)u` (v),
2j
ϕj,p (v) =

`=1

(1)
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Figure 1. Computational flow of the proposed undecimated framelet graph convolution (UFGConv). This is an illustration with shrinkage
activation, which will be discussed in detail in Section 4. Given a graph with structure (adjacency matrix) and feature information,
the target is to properly embed the graph by graph convolution. The demonstrative sample is a graph with 10 nodes and 3 features
extracted from PROTEINS in TUDataset. The framelet dilation and scale level are both set to default value 2. The UFGC ONV applies
tensor-based framelet transform, and constructs one low-pass and two high-pass framelet transform matrices Wr,j , which are then
multiplied by the input feature matrix to produce the framelet coefficients. Moreover, these coefficients are processed by the trainable
network filter and compressed by the shrinkage. Finally, the activated coefficients are reconstructed and sent back to the spatial domain as
the convolution output by using the framelet transform matrices again with transposed alignment.

where ϕj,p or ψ rj,p is the low-pass or high-pass framelet
translated at node p. The low-pass and high-pass framelet
r
coefficients for a signal f on graph G are vj,p and wj,p
,
r
which are the projections ϕj,p , f and ψ j,p , f of the
graph signal onto framelets at scale j and node p. Here
we use Haar-type filters for framelets (Dong, 2017). The
dilation factor is 2j with the dilation (base) 2.
The above framelet system is tight if it provides an exact
representation for any function in L2 (G). The tightness is
determined by filter banks (See Theorem 1 in Appendix B).
This condition guarantees a unique representation of a graph
signal with framelet coefficients. It also helps manipulate
the graph data in the framelet (frequency) domain.
The graph convolution developed in this work with a tight
graph framelet system is effective for several reasons. First,
the undecimated framelet transforms have a simplified formula that uses only graph Laplacian and filtered Chebyshev
polynomial approximation, as will be further explained below. The resulting framelet transforms can be written as a
sparse tensor and the corresponding framelet coefficients
are evaluated fast in tensor computation. See Figure 1 for
the computational flow of framelet convolution. Moreover,
the tight framelets on the graph have a low redundancy rate,
which is analogous to the framelets on a manifold as considered by Wang & Zhuang (2018; 2019). We give more
discussion about framelets in the Appendix.
Tensor-based G-framelet Transforms Framelet transforms map between a graph signal f and its representative framelet coefficients. We point out an approximate
formula for (1), which exploits the Chebyshev polynomial
(r) , and thus gives a
approximation to the filters α
b and βd

simplified version and fast evaluation for framelet transforms. By the framelet transform theorem (in Appendix),
the corresponding framelet transforms are implemented
by W and V, the decomposition and reconstruction operators. For graph signal f , we define W = {Wr,j |r =
1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , J} ∪ {W0,J } entry-wisely, where
Wr,1 f = Trk (2−J L)f , and
Wr,j f = Trk (2K+j−1 L)T0k (2K+j−2 L) · · · T0k (2−K L)f
for j = 2, . . . , J. Here Trk is the r-degree Chebyshev polynomial, L is the graph Laplacian, and K is the constant
determined by the maximum eigenvalue of L that satisfies
λmax ≤ 2K π. The W0,J f = {vJ,p }p∈V are the low-pass
r
coefficients and Wr,j f = {wj,p
}p∈V are high-pass coefficients of f . The j indicates the scale level, and r = 1, . . . , n
with n the number of high-passes. The reconstruction operator V is the realignment of the framelet transform matrices
of the decomposition operator W.
Figure 1 gives the fast G-framelet transform algorithm
based on tensorized W and V with scale level 2 and
shrinkage threshold σ = 1 (the meaning of σ will be
discussed in detail in Section 5). In practice, we turn
the computation into merely sparse matrix multiplication
by properly aligning the low-pass and high-pass elements
of W and V. The tensor-based framelet
transforms have

2
time complexity O N
(nJ
+
1)Kd
and
space complex
ity O N 2 (nJ + 1)d for an N -node graph and d features.
Here, the n, J and K are constants independent of graph
data. See Appendix for an empirical study of the complexity
of framelet transforms on benchmarks.
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Figure 2. Learning behavior of the final framelet convolutional layer of GNN with two UFGC ONV for Cora. Top is for UFGC ONV with
ReLU activation in (2). Bottom is for UFGC ONV with Shrinkage activation in (3). From left to right we show some key network learning
properties: training loss, l2 norm of network filter θ, power spectrum of framelet coefficients for low-pass and high-passes at scale levels 1
and 2. The curves of the quantities for each of 7 label classes are shown. Framelets provide a good feature representation and shrinkage
makes training more stable, where central information energy is conserved via thresholding high-pass coefficients.

4. Framelet Convolution
With the above G-framelet transforms, we can define a
framelet (graph) convolution similar to the spectral graph
convolution. For network filter θ and input graph feature
X ∈ RN ×d of the graph G with N nodes, we define
θ ? X = ReLU (V (diag(θ)(WX 0 ))) , X 0 = XW. (2)
As mentioned, WX 0 is the framelet coefficient matrix for
the transformed X 0 , where W is a sequence of nJ + 1
transform matrices (each of size N × N ) for low-pass and
high-passes. The size of the vector θ is (nJ + 1)N which
matches the total number of the framelet coefficients for
each feature. The network filter θ lies in the frequency
domain, each component of which is multiplied to the corresponding row of WX 0 . The matrix W in (2) is a trainable
weight matrix with dimension d × d0 .
We can replace the ReLU activation in (2) with a wavelet
shrinkage threshold function, or shrinkage. As the framelet
coefficients lie in multiple scales, the “one size fits all” criterion of ReLU could potentially damage the multi-scale
property of the framelet representation. In contrast, the
shrinkage threshold adapts to the varying scales of the coefficients and provides a more precise cutoff. Thus we can
use fewer coefficients while maintaining a comparable performance in framelet representation, see Section 8.1. The
framelet convolution with shrinkage activation is

V Shrinkage diag(θ)(WX 0 ) , X 0 = XW. (3)
Different from ReLU which works in the spatial domain, in
(3), the shrinkage activation is carried on before the framelet
reconstruction V as the shrinkage thresholds for the highpass coefficients in the framelet domain. Figure 1 demonstrates a computational flow of the framelet convolution
that learns the graph embedding of a graph with feature
matrix X in ∈ RN ×d by a framelet system of 2 scale levels (j = 1, 2) and 1 high-pass filter (r = 0, 1). Here, we

omit the feature transformation step for a simple illustration. The decomposition W = {W0,2 ; W1,1 , W1,2 } transforms the input feature matrix with one low-pass and two
high-pass operators. The operators can be rearranged to
W \ := [W0,2 , W1,1 , W1,2 ]> of three N × N sparse matrices. The coefficients W \ X in ∈ R3N ×d can then be
obtained by matrix multiplication. The network learning
propagates in the frequency domain, where one applies the
network filter θ to the framelet coefficients W \ X in . For
the framelet convolution with shrinkage, the filtered coefficients would be activated before applying V \ = (W \ )> .
Otherwise the ReLU activation will act on the reconstructed
signal in the spatial domain.

5. Shrinkage and Signal Compression
Wavelet shrinkage is intimately linked to multiresolution
properties of the wavelet transform in the classic wavelet
theory. The shrinkage only applies to finer scales, i.e., detail
coefficients (Donoho et al., 1995), so that the wavelet scalogram (a paradigm of the time-frequency energy localization
of a signal) experiences a minimal change. This property
promises a meaningful estimator for signal compression and
an explainable graph convolution with framelets.
Sparsity and Compression The high-pass coefficients in
the frequency domain can be cut off by shrinkage thresholding. For example, the soft-thresholding (Donoho & Johnstone, 1994; Donoho et al., 1995; Tibshirani, 1996) defines
Shrinkage(x) = sgn(x)(|x| − λ)+

∀x ∈ R,

where λ is the threshold value. Any x with its absolute
value less than λ shall return to zero. Applying the above
soft-thresholding to the shrinkage activation in (3) only influences small high-pass framelet coefficients. We also
consider the scale-dependent selection threshold
with√dep
marcation point (Donoho, 1995): λ = σ 2 log(N )/ N
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for N coefficients. The hyperparameter σ is an analogue to
the noise level of the wavelet denoising model. We let σ be
associated with the magnitude order of the coefficients so it
reflects the scale of the framelet representation.
The shrinkage benefits framelet graph convolution by reducing noise in framelet coefficients and compressing the
signal in the frequency domain simultaneously. The traditional wavelet denoising for 1D functions suggests that using
shrinkage at high-pass coefficients can effectively filter out
the Gaussian white noise in the mean square error sense.
This is also true for our case when we embed shrinkage in
graph convolution. In Figure 3, the framelet convolution
with shrinkage activation (UFGC ONV-S) outperforms the
ReLU case (UFGC ONV-R) for reducing node and structure
noises. Both methods surpass the classic spatial convolutions GCN (Kipf & Welling, 2017) and GAT (Veličković
et al., 2018). Apart from denoising, graph convolution with
shrinkage diminishes the proportion of non-zero framelet
coefficients while maintains a comparable learning performance. We define the compression ratio for a shrinkage
framelet convolutional layer as the ratio of the number of
non-zero coefficients after and before shrinkage. Tables 1
and 2 show that UFGC ONV-S compresses up to 70% nonzero coefficients with top performance for various node
classification tasks.
Framelet Spectrum, Training Loss and Network Capacity The coefficients after shrinkage activation are proportional to the framelet power spectrum at the coefficient scale.
We thus let the threshold level σ proportionate upon the
framelet energy kWr,j Xk2 (r > 0) for high-passes. For
example, the framelet spectrum curves in training for the
UFGC ONV of Figure 2 show a higher magnitude order of
the low-pass (column 3) than those of high-passes (columns
4-5). This is because coefficients in high-passes reflect more
detailed characteristics than in low-pass. Compared with the
ReLU case (row 1), the shrinkage activation (row 2) filters
out some high-pass coefficients in graph convolution, which
results in much smaller framelet spectra for high-passes. In
contrast, the low-pass shrinkage involves no cutoff, and the
energy is less distinguishable from the ReLU case.
The training loss curve of each output feature (column 1)
indicates that shrinkage allows for more stable training, with
a monotonically decreasing loss. The splitting in low-pass
and high-passes for loss suggests a more flexible and precise control of the training. It also opens the possibility of
designing a weighted new loss taking account of framelet
spectrum. Moreover, the l2 norm of the network filter θ
(column 2) has an increasing trend for the low-pass part and
a decreasing trend for the high-pass parts during training.
This observation is identical to the spectral bias (Rahaman
et al., 2019), whereby the fitting capacity of the framelet convolutional GNN with either ReLU or shrinkage activation

Figure 3. Node (left) and structure (right) perturbation analysis
on Cora. Results from the other two datasets are in Appendix.
The framelet dilation and scale level are both set to default value
2, and the optimal threshold σ for shrinkage is searched from
{0.05, 0.1, 0.15}. Framelet convolution with shrinkage performs
the best under both node and structure perturbations.

comes from the low-pass channel.

6. Robustness of Framelet Convolution under
Feature and Structure Noises
Real-world data are usually noisy. For instance, graph data
are sometimes polluted due to adversarial attacks as GNNs
exchange node information (Xu et al., 2020), where node
feature and graph structure could both be perturbed.
Our shrinkage framelet convolution has a motivation from
the image deconvolution (or image restoration) model.
Given the original and observed (degraded) image features
x and y, one defines y = Hx + , where H represents the
convolution matrix of x. The noise  is assumed multivariate
Gaussian. In statistical formulation, the model solves

x
b = arg minx log(Pr(y|x)) − Pen(x)
with a penalty function Pen. On the real axis, wavelets are
critical in restoring x from noisy y (Figueiredo & Nowak,
2003; Cai et al., 2012; Dong & Shen, 2013; Shen, 2010).
With wavelet transform Φ, the maximum penalized likelihood estimator (MPLE) takes the form
x
b = Φ> DΦy,

(4)

where D acts as a denoising operation of Φy.
The above wavelet-based convolution can be generalized to
graph data restoration with x and y replaced by clean and
distorted features on the graph. That is,
y = P x + ,

(5)

where  is the entry-wise noise. The linear transform P is a
permutation of node features or a change of the adjacency
matrix. Similar models using graph Fourier spectrum were
considered in image restoration, see Cheung et al. (2018,
Sect V.B) and Milanfar (2013).
Similar to (4), our graph convolution replaces Φ with the
graph framelet transform W, and D with the trainable network filter θ. Our shrinkage activation is partly motivated by
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LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996). The latter uses shrinkage thresholding to denoise the signal in (5) in high dimensions. Based
on this connection, our proposed framelet convolution in
Section 4 has a good potential against perturbation from
(5). We test UFGC ONV with perturbed nodes and edges
in citation network datasets (Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed).
The noise  follows Bernoulli distribution to match binary
node features of the tasks. That is, we randomly change
node feature or edge weight from 0/1 to its opposite 1/0.
Figure 3 reports the test accuracy of UFGC ONV, GCN and
GAT. The x-axis indicates the proportion of the distorted
nodes or edges (which is equivalent to the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR)). As the SNR increases, UFGC ONV behaves
well ahead of GCN and GAT while with higher test accuracy and smaller variance. The slightly lower performance
of UFGC ONV only occurs when more than 50% edges are
removed, where misinformation dominates the graph structure. Moreover, the shrinkage thresholding in all situations
manages to filter out more noise and thus achieves higher
performance. This example illustrates the effectiveness of
framelet convolution in predicting node property with node
features or structure of graphs that are distorted.

7. Framelet Pooling
Graph pooling is a critical ingredient of GNNs when the
model is predicting graph-level properties with a constant
feature dimension but varying graph size and structure. We
propose framelet pooling for GNNs using framelet transforms. As an illustrative example, we use 2 scale levels for
framelet decomposition. Similar to the graph convolution
in Section 4, given a graph with feature matrix X ∈ RN ×d ,
we can obtain a set of framelet coefficients Wr,j f including
one low pass W0,2 f at level 2 and two high passes W1,1 f
and W1,2 f at levels 1 and 2, respectively. Each scale-wise
framelet coefficient is an N × d real-valued matrix, and its
ith feature column (Wr,j X)i for i = 1, . . . , d would be aggregated by the sum, or the sum of squares of the elements.
The two aggregation methods correspond to two framelet
pooling strategies (see below). The calculation compresses
the N × d coefficients to a d-dimensional vector, and the
pooled output from the three framelet coefficients results in
3 d-dimensional vectors. Figure 4 visualizes the computational flowchart for our pooling model.
The framelet pooling benefits the network training by employing the information from multi-scales, as all scales in
the framelet representation of the graph signal is taken into
account. Depending on how we aggregate the framelet coefficients, we distinguish the two strategies by UFGP OOL SUM or UFGP OOL -S PECTRUM. The latter aggregates
the nodes by the wavelet (power) spectrum (that is, the
sum
squares
coefficients over nodes,
P of absolute
P of framelet
2
r 2
p∈V |vj,p | and
p∈V |wj,p | ). In this way, the total in-

ŷ

Classifier
Framelet Transform Matrices

Figure 4. Framelet pooling for graph property prediction. The
three framelet transform matrices are retrieved from Figure 1 with
the same protein sample and parameter setting. The scale-wise
framelet coefficients are aggregated to three vectors by sum or sum
of squares (framelet spectrum). The (1 low pass and 2 high passes)
vectors are then concatenated as the readout for the classifier.

formation of the graph signal X in is well-conserved after
the pooling. The sum of wavelet power spectrum is equal to
the total energy of the signal, that is, kX pooled k = kX in k
(see Theorem 1(iii) in Appendix). We present empirical evidence of the precedence of the proposed framelet pooling
over existing graph pooling methods in Section 8.2.

8. Experiments
In this section, we show a variety of numerical tests for
our framelet convolution and pooling. Section 8.1 tests
the performance of framelet convolution (UFGC ONV) on
node classification benchmarks. Section 8.2 studies the
ablation for the proposed framelet pooling (UFGP OOL).
Section 8.3 provides a sensitivity analysis for UFGC ONV in
terms of dilation and scale. All experiments run in PyTorch
on NVIDIA R Tesla V100 GPU with 5,120 CUDA cores
and 16GB HBM2 mounted on an HPC cluster.
8.1. Framelet Convolution for Node Classification
We test UFGC ONV with both ReLU and shrinkage activations on four node classification datasets. We denote the
two variants by UFGC ONV-R and UFGC ONV-S.
Dataset The first experiment of node classification tasks
is conducted on Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed, which are
three benchmark citation networks. Moreover, we employ
ogbn-arxiv from open graph benchmark OGB (Hu et al.,
2020) to illustrate the power of our framelet convolution on
large-scale graph-structured data.
Setup We design our UFGC ONV model with two convolution layers for learning the graph embedding, the output
of which is proceeded by a softmax activation for final prediction. Most hyperparameters are set to default, except
for learning rate, weight decay, hidden units and dropout
ratio in training. A grid search is conducted for fine tuning
on these hyperparameters from the search space detailed in
Appendix. Both methods are trained with the A DAM optimizer. The maximum number of epochs is 200 for citation
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Table 1. Test accuracy (in percentage) for citation networks with
standard deviation after ±. Compression ratio in (green) is the
ratio of numbers of nonzero coefficients after and before shrinkage,
and is with threshold level σ = 1.
Method

Cora

Citeseer

Pubmed

MLP
D EEP WALK
S PECTRAL
C HEBYSHEV
GCN
GWNN
GAT
MPNN
G RAPH SAGE
L ANCZOS N ET
DCNN

55.1
67.2
73.3
81.2
81.5
82.8
83.0±0.7
78.0±1.1
74.5±0.8
79.5±1.8
79.7±0.8

46.5
43.2
58.9
69.8
70.3
71.7
72.5±0.7
64.0±1.9
67.2±1.0
66.2±1.9
69.4±1.3

71.4
65.3
73.9
74.4
79.0
79.1
79.0±0.3
75.6±1.0
76.8±0.6
78.3±0.3
76.8±0.8

UFGC ONV-S
(Compression)
UFGC ONV-R

83.0±0.5
(47.7)
83.6±0.6

71.0±0.6
(39.0)
72.7±0.6

79.4±0.4
(27.7)
79.9±0.1

† The top three are highlighted by First, Second, Third.

Figure 5. Trade-off between compression ratio and test accuracy
in UFGC ONV-S with ogbn-arxiv.

networks and 500 for ogbn-arxiv. All the datasets follow
the standard public split and processing rules. The average
test accuracy and its standard deviation come from 10 runs.
Baseline The UFGC ONV-R and UFGC ONV-S are compared against other methods for node classification tasks.
We consider multiple baseline models that are applicable
to the tasks. For citation networks, the reported accuracy
are retrieved from public results: MLP, D EEP WALK (Perozzi et al., 2014), C HEBYSHEV (Defferrard et al., 2016a)
and GCN (Kipf & Welling, 2017) from Kipf & Welling
(2017); S PECTRAL CNN (Bruna et al., 2014) and GWNN
(Xu et al., 2019a); MPNN (Gilmer et al., 2017), G RAPH SAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017), L ANCZOS N ET (Liao et al.,
2019) and DCNN (Singer et al., 2009) from Liao et al.
(2019); and GAT (Veličković et al., 2018) from their authors. For ogbn-arxiv, we also compared with N ODE 2 VEC
(Grover & Leskovec, 2016), G RAPH Z OOM (Deng et al.,
2020), P&L+C&S (Huang et al., 2021), D EEPER GCN (Li
et al., 2020a), SIGN (Rossi et al., 2020) and G A AN (Zhang
et al., 2018a) from the OGB leaderboard.

Table 2. Test accuracy (in percentage) for ogbn-arxiv with standard deviation after ±. The compression ratio for UFGC ONV-S
with shrinkage threshold level σ = 1 is 64.2%.
Method

Test Acc.

Val. Acc.

#Params

MLP
N ODE 2 VEC
G RAPH Z OOM
P&L + C&S
G RAPH SAGE
GCN
D EEPER GCN
SIGN
G A AN

55.50±0.23
70.07±0.13
71.18±0.18
71.26±0.01
71.49±0.27
71.74±0.29
71.92±0.17
71.95±0.11
71.97±0.18

57.65±0.12
71.29±0.13
72.20±0.07
73.00±0.01
72.77±0.17
73.00±0.17
72.62±0.14
73.23±0.06
–

110, 120
21, 818, 792
8, 963, 624
5, 160
218, 664
142, 888
491, 176
3, 566, 128
1, 471, 506

UFGC ONV-S
UFGC ONV-R

70.04±0.22
71.97±0.12

71.04±0.11
73.21±0.05

1, 633, 183
1, 633, 183

† The top three are highlighted by First, Second, Third.

Results We report the accuracy score in percentage with
the top-3 highlighted in Tables 1 and 2. For UFGC ONV-S,
we also report the compression ratio for shrinkage (in green).
In Table 1, the UFGC ONV-R method achieves the highest
prediction accuracy among all baseline models. The learned
UFGC ONV-S with threshold level σ = 1 trims up to 50%
information but still obtains the top-3 rank on two tasks.
A similar outstanding performance is reported in Table 2
for the ogbn-arxiv dataset, where the UFGC ONV-R again
ranks first with a moderate number of parameters, and the
UFGC ONV-S with threshold σ = 1 achieves a comparable
accuracy at 70% using 64.2% information.
We test UFGC ONV-S with different compression ratios.
Ideally, a high test accuracy is preferable to pair with a low
compression ratio, and the change in accuracy should be
minimal due to the insensitivity of our model to the hyperparameters. However, as shown in Figure 5, an increasing compression ratio generally results in a slightly higher
prediction accuracy as more coefficients for the framelet
representation is used by the convolution.
8.2. Framelet Pooling for Graph Property Prediction
The second experiment evaluates two framelet pooling methods, UFGP OOL -S UM and UFGP OOL -S PECTRUM, by ablation studies on graph classification and regression tasks.
Dataset We select six benchmarks to test the proposed
pooling strategies, including four graph classification tasks
with moderate sample sizes, one regression task, and one
large-scale classification task. First five tasks use TUDataset benchmarks (Morris et al., 2020), including D&D
(Dobson & Doig, 2003; Shervashidze et al., 2011), PROTEINS (Dobson & Doig, 2003; Borgwardt et al., 2005) to
categorize proteins into enzyme and non-enzyme structures;
NCI1 (Wale et al., 2008) to identify chemical compounds
that block lung cancer cells; Mutagenicity (Kazius et al.,
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Table 3. Performance comparison for graph property prediction. QM7 is a regression task in MSE; ogbg-molhiv is a classification
task in ROC-AUC in percentage; others are for classification in test accuracy in percentage. The value after ± is standard deviation.
Datasets

PROTEINS

Mutagenicity

D&D

NCI1

ogbg-molhiv

QM7

T OP KP OOL
ATTENTION
SAGP OOL
SUM
MAX
MEAN

73.48±3.57
73.93±5.37
75.89±2.91
74.91±4.08
73.57±3.94
73.13±3.18

79.84±2.46
80.25±2.22
79.86±2.36
80.69±3.26
78.83±1.70
80.37±2.44

74.87±4.12
77.48±2.65
74.96±3.60
78.91±3.37
75.80±4.11
76.89±2.23

75.11±3.45
74.04±1.27
76.30±1.53
76.96±1.70
75.96±1.82
73.70±2.55

78.14±0.62
74.44±2.12
75.26±2.29
77.41±1.16
78.16±1.33
78.21±0.90

175.41±3.16
177.99±2.22
41.93±1.14
42.09±0.91
177.48±4.70
177.49±4.69

UFGP OOL -S UM
UFGP OOL -S PECTRUM

77.77±2.60
77.23±2.40

81.59±1.40
82.05±1.28

80.92±1.68
79.83±1.88

77.88±1.24
77.54±2.24

78.80±0.56
78.36±0.77

41.74±0.84
41.67±0.95

† The top three are highlighted by First, Second, Third.

2005; Riesen & Bunke, 2008) to recognize mutagenic molecular compounds for potentially marketable drug; and QM7
(Blum & Reymond, 2009; Rupp et al., 2012) to predict atomization energy value of molecules. The dataset ogbg-molhiv
(Hu et al., 2020) is for large-scale molecule classification.
Setup The network architecture for all baseline models
is fixed to two convolutional layers followed by one pooling layer. The graph convolution for the five TUDatasets
uses the GCN model, and for ogbg-molhiv uses GIN with
virtual nodes (Ishiguro et al., 2019). Given graph representations, the prediction is made by a two-layer MLP, where
the hidden unit is identical to that of the convolutional layer.
The hyperparameters (learning rate, weight decay, number
of hidden units in each convolutional layer, and dropout
ratio in the readout layer) are fine-tuned with grid search.
Each dataset is split into training, validation and test sets by
80%, 10% and 10%. The training stops when the validation
loss stops improving for 20 consecutive epochs or reaching
maximum 200 epochs. All results are averaged over 10 repetitions. The classification tasks report mean test accuracy
for TUDataset and ROC-AUC score for ogbg-molhiv. The
regression task on QM7 reports mean square error (MSE).
Baseline We compare our framelet pooling (UFGP OOL SUM and UFGP OOL -S PECTRUM) with six baseline methods that are capable for global pooling to verify the effectiveness of the learned graph representation. The baselines
include T OP KP OOL (Gao & Ji, 2019; Cangea et al., 2018),
ATTENTION P OOL (Li et al., 2016), SAGP OOL (Lee et al.,
2019), as well as the classic S UM, M EAN and M AX pooling.
Results Table 3 summarizes the performance comparison.
Our UFGP OOL methods outperform other methods on all
datasets. Specifically, UFGP OOL -S UM achieves the top
accuracy in four out of six datasets, and the second best
accuracy in the other two, where the top performance is
achieved by UFGP OOL -S PECTRUM. We also observe that
UFGP OOL -S PECTRUM performs better on small molecules
prediction: Mutagenicity, QM7 and ogbg-molhiv. This

Figure 6. Sensitivity analysis for dilation (left) and scale level
(right) with UFGC ONV-R and UFGC ONV-S on citation networks.

precedence might come from encoding the multi-scale signal energy to the network where the framelet spectra capture
the practically significant features of molecular data.
8.3. Sensitivity Analysis
This section analyses the sensitivity of UFGC ONV-R and
UFGC ONV-S on the hyperparameters dilation and scale
level in the framelet system. The experiment is conducted on
Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed. The dilation analysis selects
values from 1.25 to 4 with step 0.25, and the scale levels
in those three datasets are fixed to 2, 2 and 3 respectively.
For the scale level analysis, the values are set from 1 to 8
with step 1, and the dilation stays at default 2. All other
hyperparameters are tuned in the same way as Section 8.1.
We use shrinkage threshold σ = 1 for UFGC ONV-S.
From Figure 6, we can observe that changing dilation or
scale level does not drastically impact on the accuracy for
either method. In particular, the mean test accuracy is stable over all dilation values and reaches the peak with a
small scale level (2 for Cora & Citeseer; 3 for Pubmed).
For scale level 1, the decreased accuracy is due to the insufficiency of scale and then not salient multiresolution.
Thus, we can use dilation 2 and scale level 2 in practice, in
which the GNN uses multi-scale framelet analysis to achieve
supreme performance with a low computational cost.

9. Conclusion
We explore the adaptation of graph framelets for graph neural networks in this paper. As a multi-scale graph representa-
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tion method, framelet transforms link graph neural networks
and signal processing. In many node-level or graph-level
tasks, framelet convolutions can reduce both feature and
structure noises. We also introduce shrinkage activation that
thresholds high-pass coefficients in framelet convolution,
which strengthens the network denoising capability and simultaneously compresses graph signal at a remarkable rate.
Moreover, we design graph pooling using framelet spectra
at low and high passes. The proposed framelet convolutions
with both ReLU and shrinkage surpass typical spatial-based
and spectral-based graph convolutions on most benchmarks,
and the framelet pooling outperforms baselines on a variety
of graph property prediction tasks.
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